Camp Karankawa Shooting Sports Range Rules

Archery Range rules

1. First and foremost, you must follow the *Boy Scouts of America National Shooting Sports Manual* (No 30931) which contains specific guidelines for shooting sports and BSA's Guide to Safe Scouting.

2. The unit must provide a certified Archery Instructor and a certified Archery Range Safety Officer (These cannot be the same person).

3. The Archery Range Instructor must have no more than a 1:8 ratio of instructors to archers.

4. Certifications of training as noted above are to be presented to the Camp Ranger or designee at Camp Karankawa at least two weeks before the shooting event.

5. The unit leader will visit with the Camp Ranger or designee to check out bows, arrows, targets, quivers, bow stands, and arm bands from the Camp Karankawa armory, and to perform a walk-through of the ranges. All equipment will be cleaned and checked before returning the equipment to the ranger.

6. The unit leader must bring a troop-owned first aid kit for use while at the range.

7. Only Camp Karankawa-owned bows and arrows may be used on a Camp Karankawa range.

Rifle & Shotgun Range rules

1. First and foremost, you must follow the *Boy Scouts of America National Shooting Sports Manual* (No 30931) which contains specific guidelines for shooting sports and BSA's Guide to Safe Scouting.

2. Shooting as a unit (troop) is addressed as Level 2 – Open Shooting Experience for both Rifle and Shotgun.

3. The unit must provide a NRA Rifle Instructor and a NRA Range Safety Officer (These cannot be the same person) for the Rifle Range and a NRA Shotgun Instructor and a NRA Range Safety officer (These cannot be the same person) for the Shotgun Range.

4. The Rifle Range Instructor must have no more than a 1:8 ratio of instructors to shooters.

5. The Shotgun Range Instructor must have no more than a 1:1 ratio of instructors to shooters.

6. Certifications of training as noted above are to be presented to the Camp Ranger or designee at Camp Karankawa at least two weeks before the shooting event.

7. The unit leader will visit with the Camp Ranger or designee to check out firearms, ammo, and targets from the Camp Karankawa armory, and to perform a walk-through of the ranges. All firearms will be cleaned and checked before returning them to the ranger.

8. The unit leader must provide the Camp Ranger or designee with a count of ammo/clays that are fired or used to address reimbursement to the council office at the posted price on the Camp Karankawa Reservation Form.

9. The unit leader must bring a troop-owned first aid kit for use while at the range.

10. Only Camp Karankawa-owned firearms and ammo may be used on a Camp K range.